INTRODUCTION
The problem of inspecting case-hardened steel has been of interest to industry for some time. A reliable nondestructive method is sought that will not only enable the depth-of-treatment to be established but will also provide some measure of a component's bulk material properties and surface condition. While some methods can provide an adequate solution to the problem of measuring case depth, we will show the limitations and pitfalls awaiting the unwary. For example, small variations in heat-treatment conditions can lead to large differences in microstructure, and hence magnetic properties, of a steel. This can be especially true for the near surface layers of a component being treated. These variations in magnetic properties have a strong effect on eddy current and magnetic measurements and can lead to inaccurate results when measuring case depth. In addition, batch variations in material properties can also affect the measurements.
In order to gain a quantitative understanding of the relationship between nondestructive measurement results and the mechanical properties of case-hardened steel, two sets of samples were produced using a gas-carburizing process. The gas-carburizing process can produce very uniform treatments that are straightforward to characterize. The samples consisted of discs of 8620 steel and were carburized to depths ranging from 0.05 mm to 1.25 mm. A number of different nondestructive tests were carried out on the samples including multi-frequency eddy current, pulsed eddy current and magnetic Barkhausen [1] , and coercivity measurements. The various tests penetrate the samples differently allowing, to a certain extent, surface and bulk material properties to be decoupled from the measurements. Barkhausen measurements are sensitive only to near surface material properties, whereas coercivity measurements give an indication of bulk properties. The penetration depth of time-harmonic eddy-current measurements depends on frequency and the dimensions of the coil. Pulsed eddy-current penetration depends on the rise time of the pulse and on the dimensions of the coil. Pulsed eddy currents have been found to be particularly suitable for one-dimensional problems such as thickness determination [2] , corrosion detection [3] and measurements on thin layers [4] .
Some destructive testing was also carried out to obtain hardness profiles and micrographs for each of the samples. The destructive and nondestructive test results can be compared in order to show how mechanical properties are related to the various different nondestructive test results.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
One complete set of samples was sectioned so that hardness profiles could be obtained using the Rockwell hardness traverse. Results similar to those shown in Figure 1 were obtained. The data from these trials was used to determine the hardness profile and case depth of the samples in terms of the standard definition of case depth, i.e. the depth at which the Rockwell-C hardness (HRC) was equal to 50. In addition, a diffusion-type equation was fit to the data for the purpose of parameterizing the hardness profiles,
and and
Here, H2 and HI are measured values for the surface and substrate hardness respectively. It is convenient to define the parameters Ao and As in order to fit the data. P describes the gradient of the hard-soft interface, while Xo describes the position of the interface below the surface. Having the profiles parameterized in this way was found to be useful when comparing results from the various different nondestructive trials. Table I lists the parameters for one of the two sets of six case-hardened steel samples. Following the destructive characterization of the samples. an extensive set of eddy-current and magnetic measurements were carried out.
Firstly, multi-frequency impedance measurements were obtained using an 
Depth below surface (mm) Figure 1 : The hardness profile of sample H2. Using the standard Rockwell definition, the case depth of this sample was calculated to be 0.26 mm. air-cored coil of rectangular cross section, Table II . Reference measurements were made on a sample of untreated steel so that a corresponding change-in-impedance could be recorded for each sample. Above a few-thousand Hertz, there did not appear to be a simple relationship between case depth and impedance change, Figure 2 . One sample in particular (H2) had a response that was completely different from that of the others. At frequencies below a few thousand Hertz, a more monotonic relationship between case depth and signal level was observed. At frequencies above a few thousand Hertz, the eddy-current skin depth is considerably less than the case depth of the samples l . This means that the impedance measurements will be sensitive only to the surface condition of the steel. As frequency is lowered. the measurements can be more readily related to case depth.
Secondly, pulsed eddy-current measurements were carried out. Once again, reference measurements were obtained from a sample of untreated steel so that the measurements could be related to the difference in properties between a treated and untreated sample.
One of the main advantages with pulsed eddy-currents is in the way that : Pulsed eddy-current response to the case-hardened steel samples using the quenched sample as a reference. Case depth (mm) Figure 5 : Coercivity measurements on the case-hardened steel samples indicate these measurements could be used to determine case depth.
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features in the time domain signal are mapped to the distance of flaws or features below the surface of the specimen under investigation. This is analogous to ultrasonic pulse-echo measurements except that, with pulsed eddy currents, the effect is much more diffuse. Time gating can be used to decouple the signals due to surface or subsurface material properties, features or flaws. Figure 3 shows the pulse response for the various different samples. At around 100 p,secs. it can be seen that there is a good relationship between case depth and pulse amplitude. Although not entirely clear from Figure 3 , the relationship between case depth and signal amplitude is actually lost below 100 p,secs. This can be seen more clearly by looking at the pulse response with the quenched sample as a reference, Figure 4 . Here it can be observed that the 0.26 mm sample (H2) exhibits rather unusual high-frequency behavior. Finally, magnetic coercivity and Barkhausen measurements were carried out. Coercivity measurements were obtained using an instrument known as the Magnescope 2 which provides a measure of a material's bulk magnetic properties. Results showed a good relationship between case depth and coercivity, Figure 5 . Barkhausen measurements were made using the Magneprobe 3 which gives a measure of a material's surface magnetic properties. Barkhausen results, Figure 6 , indicate some kind of microstructure anomaly with sample H2. However, there is a good relationship between the Barkhausen measurements and surface hardness, Figure 7 .
DISCUSSION
Both magnetic NDE techniques confirmed results obtained from multi-frequency and pulsed eddy-current measurements. By combining the information from all of the destructive (Table 1 ) and nondestructive (Figures 2-6 ) measurements, we were able to draw the following conclusions;
1. During the hardening process, variations in quench conditions can lead to samples that have acceptable (within target range) case depth but an unusual surface and/or substrate microstructure (and therefore hardness) compared with samples that have been correctly quenched.
2. The microstructure of the entire sample can be affected in this way even though the measured case depth will appear normal. This is evident by looking at the hardness parameters in Table 1 for sample H2.
3. Variations in microstructure due to variable quenching conditions will have a strong effect on the sample's magnetic properties and hence on any NDE measurements.
2The Magnescope is an instrument for making hysteresis measurements using a surface probe. It was developed at Iowa State University.
3The Magneprobe, developed at Iowa State University, is an instrument for making Barkhausen measurements.
If measurements of case depth are to be made then it is necessary to decouple the effects of microstructure from the signals. Although this can be achieved by multi-frequency eddy-current measurements, it is much more convenient to use pulsed eddy currents. Alternatively, Barkhausen measurements provide an excellent mechanism by which near-surface properties may be probed. Barkhausen signals are more related to surface microstructure (and hence surface hardness) than to case depth.
A PRACTICAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEM
Work carried out to date indicates that there are a number of different approaches to measuring case-depth. The exact method adopted will depend on other constraints such as component geometry, as this will govern probe geometry. The logical next stage is to validate the techniques using carburized components from industry. Attention still needs to be given to the ease with which measurements may be made and, in particular, the type of probes to be used. Industrial samples often have complex geometries, as do gear teeth, for example. Thought needs to be given to the probe-sample interactions such that repeatable measurements may be made quickly and easily. To expedite validation under different geometrical conditions, we are developing multi-frequency and pulsed eddy-current models based on those developed by Cheng, Dodd and Deeds [5] . The first stage in modeling is probe characterization. This has already been carried out using multi-frequency impedance measurements on a thick aluminum plate. Difficult to measure parameters, in this case outer radius and liftoff, are adjusted in the half-space model until a best fit with experiment is obtained. The next stage is to compare measurements on a thick steel plate with half-space predictions. Steel parameters for the homogeneous soft and quenched samples can be measured directly. If this is successful we can then begin to build up a layer model.
Over the next few years, we envisage the development of an on-line system for the measurement of case depth. Such a system will almost certainly involve pulsed eddy-current technology, something which is already highly evolved at Iowa State University. In addition, it is possible that a second technology, such as Barkhausen, will also be utilized. A computer-controlled measurement system will combine results from the various nondestructive tests to provide an accurate and reliable measurement of case depth.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that samples with a seemingly normal case depth can have mechanical (and therefore magnetic) properties that will lead to inaccurate NDE measurements. One of the underlying problems here is in the rather loose definition of case depth. If one is to tie NDE results in with the properties of the case-hardened steel being measured then, as a bare minimum, we require values for the surface hardness, substrate hardness and parameters describing the functional form at any point in between. By parameterizing the hardness profile it is possible to tie up certain measurements with individual hardness parameters. For example, the RMS Barkhausen signal is strongly related to surface hardness. Once we have measurements that can be used to predict the true mechanical properties of a steel sample it should be a simple matter to then calculate case-depth according to the standard definitions.
